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To parody the preface of a famous book, this work is a side product of an as 
yet unborn research. Namely, in trying to tell singularities of a curve from the 
Koszul homology on the generators of its Jacobian ideal, we were led to examine 
the so-called syzygy-theoretic part of the Koszul homology. 
In the first section of this work we revisit somewhat more carefully the notion 
of “syzygietic” ideal introduced in [5], h aving in mind a different viewpoint. 
We show that the concept of I?r-faithfulness is well-defined for an ideal in a 
commutative ring (cf. Section 1 for the definition of IIk-faithfulness). 
In the second section the question of the vanishing of the syzygy-theoretic 
part is tied up with the R/I-module I/Id, where I is the ideal in consideration. 
As a consequence we obtain that, in certain situations, the vanishing of the 
syzygy-theoretic part is very close to the vanishing of the Koszul homology 
itself (cf. Propositions 2.2 and 2.3). 
Section 3 is devoted to the discussion of I&-faithfulness for doubly generated 
ideals, while the last section makes a brief incursion in the world of ideals 
generated by three elements. A more systematic treatment will appear elsewhere. 
1. GENERALITIES ON H. AND I?. 
Let R be any commutative ring with identity and let I C R be a finitely 
generated ideal (throughout we will always stick to these assumptions). Say, 
I = (fi ,**., fn). Then, as is known, there is the Koszul complex Rrzl,..,,, gene- 
rated by fi ,..., fn: 
Rfr13,.,,,: 0 + AnR” L . . . + fl2Rn Lfll~n~R~--fLR-+0, 
where dr = (fi ,..., fn). We refer to [1] for details, 
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The homology of the Koszul complex is denoted .(Rfzl,..,, .) or simply 
H.(f), if there is no ambiguity. 
Now, a standard calculation, using, e.g., the basis (eJlfl ... ileJlt , 1 <ji < 
... < j, < n> of AkRn, where (e, ,..~, e,) is the canonical bzsis of R”, 
B,;(f) CI.AkRn, k > 0. Here, B,(f) = B,C(Wf:l,...,J stands for the 
of k-boundaries in the Koszul complex, while Z,(f) = Z, z1 ,..., ,) will denote 
the R-module of k-cycies. The I-cycles are identified wi the first syz>Fgies 
of L ,...,fn ~ 
Denoting ZIk(f) = Qk(RfRf:I.,.,,,) = Z,(f )/(-sin” n n Z,(f )), one thus obtains a 
canonical surjective R-homomorphism 
and it is this map, as well as gk(f), that we wish to examine. For lack of better 
designation, we call I?.(f) the syzygy-theoretic part of the Roszul homology. 
We also say that the sequence of elements {J”1 ,...,j,] is ~;~-~~~~~~~~ if the sur- 
jective map IT&=) -+ ilk(f) is injective. 
Actually, the notion of RI-faithfulness depends only on the idea! I = 
(fi ,.‘.,fn) and not on a particular set of generators. To see this we derive a 
slightly more general fact, namely: 
PRCFOSITION i .l. Let J’ = (fl ,..., fn> be a set of elemenfs gene?&ng an idea! 
I C R and let g E I. I f  J C R is any ideal such that B,(f) C JR’“: then there is a?! 
isomorp?Gnz OJ~ R-modules 
JP n Z’,(f) 4 (c(JR”) C IR”+‘) fi Z,(f, g) --___ 
J4b-3 l(f, ,d 
ilzduced by the canonical inclusion L: R” -+ RRniP into the n Jirsst coordinates. 
Proof. Firstly, it is clear that L indukes an inclusion JR” IT &;(JJ + 
(L(JP) + IR+l) n ZI(f, g) as well. Now write elements of both n and IF2 
as column vectors and identify A2Rn ‘u R(i), n-P N RG’). Then, w-riting 
the maps in the Koszul complexes as matrices, we see that B,(f) is the image 
(g) by the n x (t) matrix 
A= 
-.ff -f3 0 . ..  -AZ 0 -; -; . . . . . . 
0” f; 0” 
-':, 0 Q 
fi . . . (-J . . . 0 . . . 0 
6 8 ‘~. 0 0 fz ~.. 0 .‘~ 0 
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Similarly, B,(f, g) is the image of I?(“?) = I&) @ R” by the matrix 
( 
A -g$ 
0 1 fl *** fn ’ 
where $ denotes the n x n identity matrix. From this it is utterly clear that L 
induces an R-homomorphism, 
I: JR” n Z,(f) ---f (r(JR”) + IR”+l) n Zdf, g> 
fw) B,(fT ‘d 
and that I is injective. 
To show that L is surjective, let 
E (L(JR%) + IR”+l) n Z,(f, g). 
Then, in particular, CG, (ai + btL) fi = C,“=, a& + bg = 0, where, say, 
g = C;=, tifi . Thus, 
On the other hand, I C J because we have assumed that B,(f) C JR”. Therefore, 
actually 
E JR” n Z,(f). 
Finally, we show that 
a, + bf, 
a, + bt, 
Since b ~1 = (fi ,..., fn) by assumption, it suffices to show this for 
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wkre it becomes an easy task. Thus, e.g., one has 
by using the first block of the matrix A and the boundary 
and so forth. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let (fi ,..., f,J and (gl ,~.., g7,J be generating sets of the sa-me 
ideal1 C R. Then (fi ,..., Jm} is nl-faithful if and only if [gl ,..., gm) is @l-faithjul. 
In other zuol.ds, 171-faithfulness is a property of the ideal I. 
Proof. Set J = I in the preceding proposition and “trade in” generators one 
at a time. To conclude, note that the kernels of the maps HI(J) + fil(f) md 
HI(g) +- RI(g) are (IP n Z,(f))/E$(f) and (II?* n Z,(g))/B,(g)“I, respectively. 
emark 1.3. The present concept of an g-faithful ideal equals that of a 
“‘syzygietic” ideal in [5]. There, in a rather roundabout fa&on, the independence 
of the definition from the particular system of generators is a&o obtained, 
COROLLARU 1.4. .h?t f  = (fi )..., fn> generate the ideal I C R and let g E I. 
Then there is an isonzorphism 
We observe that the latter isomorphism can also be obtained from a direct 
description of B,(f, g) and Z,(f, g) in terms of B,(f) and Z,(f), respectively. 
Namely, one obtains 
LEMMA 1.5. Let f  = {fi ,..., f,J and g = Cy=, tifi be as iu Corollary 1.4. 
Then 
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t1 
4uf 1) + R 
ii 
t: c Zl(fY $9. 
-“l 
Conversely, given 
one gets (aI $ bt,) fl + *-* + (a, + bt,) fiz = 0 and, therefore, 
As for B,(f, g), the argument has essentially been carried out in the latter 
part of the proof of Proposition 1.1. 
Since 
t1 
W”) + IR”+‘) n Z,(f> g) = G(f >) + 1 i I ; -Y 
by the above lemma, Corollary 1.4 easily follows suit. We mention a few more 
consequences of Lemma 1.5. 
COROLLARY 1.6. Let (fl ,..., fn) and (gl ,...,g,> be two systems of generators 
of the same ideal I C R (R commutative with 1 but otherwise arbitrary). Then there 
is an isomorphism of R/I-modules, 
Hdfi >...I fn> @ (RIO” = H,(g, >..., gm> 0 (R/T 
and 
I?l(f, ,**., fn) 0 (RIO” = J%(g, >...> gm> 0 (R/V. 
In particular, stable freeness of HI(f) (resp. ii;(f)) is a property of the ideal I 
and does not depend on the choice of generators. 
COROLLARY 1.7. Suppose R/I is a k-algebra of Jinite type (k is an algebraically 
closed jield) of K&l dimension <2. If  I can be generated by an R-sequence, then 
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pd,(fl >‘..Y j,) cz H,fgl ,..., gn) (resp. r?,(jl ,..., fn) 14: (g, )..,, g,)), for any isjo 
sets (fl ) . . . . fn] and {gl ,..., g,J of generators of I with the same rzumber of e~eme~ts~ 
Proof. This follows from a recent result of blurthy and Swan [6, Theorem I]~ 
COROLLARY I. 8. Assume R/I satisJies Serre’s ~n~~~od~~a~ conditk, i.e.. 
stably free 3 jree (e.g., R local). I f  I can be generated by an 
(j) (resp. l?l(f)) is R/l-free fog anv given set J = if1 ,...,fJ of ge~e~~~~~s 
Qf H. 
We c!ose this section with the following remark: It is possible that a closer 
inspection of the isomorphism in Corollary 1.4 or an improvement of Proposition 
I.1 yield the result that actually freeness-not merely stable freeness-of 
as an R,il-module does not depend on the choice of generztors. 
We start with a result which gives a nice characterization of the vanishing 
of ill(f) for a given set f  = (fi ,..., fn>. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let R be commutative, d = (fl ). . .? fJ _C R an ideal. E%e 
jdlowing are equivalent conditions: 
(9 mj> = 0, 
(ii) ~o$V, R/I) - .%(f>/(IZ,(f)> via the connecting ho~omo~~~ism iz3 
the long exact sequence of Tor associated to 0 + .Zl(f) --+ 
(iii) I/I” is a free R/I-module with fi ,...,f% (mod 12) foYming a basis. 
Proof. (i) 3 (ii). Start with the exact sequence 
o+zJJf)~R~z4+O, 
where 9 maps the vectors of the canonical basis of 1632 onto/, ,.~., fn , respectivety. 
Tensoring with R/I yields the following exact sequence 
where ker($) is easily established to be (IR” n Z~(~))~~~~(~). On the other hand, 
we also have the long exact sequence of Tor, 
.i~ -+ TmlRfRn, R/I) -+ TorlR(I, R/I) -+ Z,(f )i(IZ,(f)) -% “/(IR”) -5 rp-+ -0. 
Here TorIR(Rn, R/I) = 0 since Rn is R-free, Therefore, 
Tor,R(I, R/I) N ker $ = (IRn n Z~(~))/~~~(~)~ 
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But (IR” n Z,(f>>/Wf) is also the kernel of the canonical surjection 
-G(f)/(lz,(fN -+ ZdfYW n 4(f)) an4 by assumption, ZdfNP” n 4(f)) 
= I&(f) = 0. Th ere ore, f  TorrR(1; R/1) N Z,(f)/(lz,(f)), where the isomor- 
phism is given by the composite of the isomorphism TorrR(I, R/1) 3 
(I@ n Z~(f>Vz,(f> and the identiy (IRn n Z,(f))/IZ,(f) = Z,(f)/(IZ,(f)) 
(hence equals the connecting homomorphism). 
(ii) =i- (iii). Clear from the long exact sequence of Tor as above. 
(iii) + (i). Looking again at the exact sequence 
0 + Tor,s(I, R/I) -+ Z,(f)/(1Z,(f)) 2 R”/(IR”) -% 1/l” -+ 0. 
By assumption, fi ,... , fn (mod I”) form a basis of I/I”, hence 9, is an isomorphism. 
This obviously implies that (IR” n Z,(f ))/IZ,(f) = Z,( f  )/(IZ1( f  )) and hence 
Z,(f) C IR”, i.e., I^i;(f) = 0. 
In some instances we can say more, namely: 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let R be a Noetherian local ring and let I be a proper ideal 
of Jinite projective dimension. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) XII(f) = 0 for some set f  = (fi ,..., fn> of generators of I. 
(ii) I/I2 is R/I-free with fi ,..., fn (mod I”) as a basis. 
(iii) I can be generated by an R-sequence. 
(iv) H,(g) = 0 for some set of generators g, ,..., g, of I. 
Proof. (i) + (ii). Theorem 2.1. 
(ii) 3 (iii). This is Theorem 1.1 of Vasconcelos ES]. 
(iii) * (iv). Folklore. 
(iv) 5 (i). Follows from the definition of ii; . 
Regarding a possible global version of Proposition 2.2, we have the following 
result. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let R be Noetherian and let I C R be an ideal of $nite 
projective dimension such that I/P is R/I-f ree of rank r. Then depth (I) = r. I f  
moreover, I can be generated by Y elements, then I can be generated by an R-sequence. 
Proof. The hypotheses localize to any prime P 1 I. By [9, Theorem 1.11 I, 
can be generated by an R-sequence of length Y. By [4, Theorem 1351 we can 
choose a prime P so as to have depth(l) = depth(1,). This proves the first part 
of the assertion. The last part is in [4, Theorem 1251. 
We thus see that the following simpler question should precede a globalization 
of Vasconcelos’ theorem: If R is Noetherian and I _C R is such that p.d. I < 00 
and 1/l” is a free R/I-module, when can I be generated by rk(I/12) elements ? 
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If we are in presence of a “Nakayama situation,” then I can always be gene- 
rated by yk(I/P) 1 e ements. In any other situation the assumptions on I will have 
to come in very strongly. Vasconcelos’ conjecture in [9] is to the eSfect that B 
can be generated by &(I/12) elements if one requires the additional condition 
that projectives are free (the first place to look is the polynomial ring K[Xr . . . . . 
XJ~. 
The best global analogue of Vasconcelos’ theorem one could expect in general 
is that, under the hypotheses of Proposition 2.3, I = (jr ,..., fr) + I”, wbere 
(Jr ,...,J,.) is an R-sequence. This could be presumably obtained by operating 
the so-called elementary transformations inside the ideal (x1 ,.~., xr) _C I, where 
.q ,...) x, generate I/P over R/I. 
Finally, let us note that, under the hypotheses of Proposition 2.3, we can 
choose generatorsf = {fr ,...,f,J of I such that ii;(f) is R/I-free of rank ‘-z - r. 
I f  besides, p.d. (I) < 1 then TorrR(I, R/I) is projective of rank Y - 1. 
We close this section with the following questions: 
_Ouestion 1. If  Tor,“(I, R/I) is actually R/I-free, what consequences are 
brought on I ? 
Question 2. If  RI(f) is R/I-free for some setf of generators, is H,(g) R/I-free 
(for a possibly different set g of generators) ? 
3. ~~~~~~~~~~~ IDEALS GENERATED BP Two ELEMENTS 
In this section we relinquish the assumption &r(S) = 0, which as we have 
seen, is to be regarded as an extreme situation. Instead, let us test ideals for 
faithfulness, 
Let R again be a commutative ring and let I = (jr ,...,fn) CR. Then it is 
easy and well known that E&,(f) N R/I and Bn(f) = Z,(f) = annR I. Similarly, 
RO(S) ‘u R:‘P and I?,(f) N annRI/I n annR I. In particular, ~~-~~tbf~l~ess 
and I?,-faithfulness are properties of the ideal I, not of a chosen system of 
generators. 
The first relevant case is n = 2. We start with the following: 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let R be a (not necessarily ~oetke~i~~~ WD. Then my 
ideal 1 = (fi , f2) 5 R is l?l-faith.ful. 
Proof. Set d = gcd(f, , fJ, fi = dg, , fi = dg2 , where gcd(g, 1 g2) = 1. 
We wish to show that Z,(f) A IR2 _C B,(f). Thus let (2) E Z,(f) n 2X2. Then, 
on one hand, clJ”r + c2f2 = 0, so (2) = g(-,“;); on the other band, cr , c2 E 1” C 
(d) 42. It Mlows that gg, = h,d, gg, = h,d for some h, , R, E R. 
We claim that d divides g. 
Indeed, let dl )..., d, be the distinct irreducible factors of 2; say, d = Q 1.. 
dp .d;s...d;m.d’, where d’ = @ ... d,B, and we where exactly d,“l ... @ 
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divides g, and exactly d$ . . . dkm divides g, (this is legitimate since gcd(g, , gJ = 
1). It follows that 
gg; = h,. d: . . . d?. d' 
for some g; , gi E R. As a consequence, d:l ... d,“k and d;T ... dkm both divide g, 
so their product divides g. Say g = h . d,*l ... dkm. Going back to the relation 
gg, = h,d we find hg, = h, . d’. Since gcd(g, , d’) = 1, we must have that d’ 
divides h, so all by all, it follows that d divides g. 
a’herefore, we obtain 
If we don’t assume unique factorization, but impose a different sort of condi- 
tion on R, then we may still be able to obtain RI-faithfulness. We next offer a 
brief survey of such situations. First, let us introduce the following “ad hoc” 
concept. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let R be a Noetherian ring and let {gr , ga> be an 
R-sequence. Given a nonunit, nonzero divisor d E R, we say that {g, , g2) is a 
GP (short for generically positionable) sequence relative to d if the ideal (g, , gz) 
admits new generators gi , g; such that either {d, gi) or {d, g;} is an R-sequence. 
If  {gr , ga} enjoys this property relative to any nonunit, nonzero divisor in R, it is 
said to be a UGP (short for universally generically positionable) sequence. 
The ring itself is called a 2-UGP ring if every R-sequence of length 2 is a 
UGP sequence. 
The relevance of this concept reveals itself in the following result. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let R be a Noetherian domain such that R, is a 2-UGP ring, 
for every prime ideal P C R. Then any ideal I = (fi , fi) C R of finite projective 
dimension is Z?l-faithfid. 
Proof. Firstly, observe that, in all generality, ii;-faithfulness is a local 
property (for let I C R be any ideal; for any prime ideal P C R, we clearly have 
(W n &(f ))/4(f )b = (WV n &(f )dI&(f b l where I= (fi ,..., fd). 
Now, look at Ip = (fi , fi) C Rp for arbitrary P. 
If  Ip = Rp , Ip is clearly RI-faithful. I f  Ip can be generated by a single element 
h, then H,(h) = 0 since R is a domain, so E-i;(h) = 0 and 1; is trivially RI-faith- 
ful. Thus, assume 1p is a proper ideal minimally generated by fi , fi . 
Since Rp/Ip has finite projective dimension, there is a minimal resolution 
0 + R, - Rpz . A, + 17,/I, + 0, 
C-2) Cf, 52) 
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from which it followsJ, = dg, , fi = dg, for some d E . Also it is known that 
g, , g, form a regular sequence [2, Theorem 1.21. If  d a unit, we are through. 
Otherwise, by the UGP assumption, we ean generate (g, , ga) Rp by g; , g; in 
such a way that (say) (d, g;> is an Rp-sequence. Clearly .Ip = (Jr , jc& -I;)p = 
@A > 49 -% . 
We claim that Ip = (dg; , dgi) R, is &faithful. For let (2) EPpRP 17 
Z,(dg; , dgi). Then, on the one hand, (2) = G((,“f), G E R, il as {g: , gg) is an 
R,-sequence, and on the other hand, Gg; = Hd E (d) R, I ut {d, g;> is an I?,- 
sequence, so G = Kd E (d) R, . It follows that (2) = K(-z$ E B,(dgi , dgi), a~ 
claimed. 
Examples are by now overdue, so let us pay part of the debt. 
EXAMPLE 1. A Noetherian UFD R containing an infinite field K is a i-UGP 
ring. 
PKJO$ Let us work as far along the road as possible withoat using the UFD 
hypothesis. Thus, let {g, , gZ> be a given R-sequence and let d E R be a nonunit, 
nonzero divisor. We look at all elements of the form g, + Xg, , h E K (i.e., the 
pencil generated by g, and g,). Clearly, for every h E K, the ideal (g: 1 g,) is also 
generated by lg, + hg, , gd. Al so, for any h # pu, {gr -,- hg, , g, + pg2j is a 
regular sequence as one easily calculates directly. En particular, g, $ Xg, and 
g, + pga admit no common minimal prime ideals (R is Noetherian?). Therefcre, 
as k is infinite, there certainly must exist a X E k for which g, + /Ig2 and d hat-e 
no common minimal prime ideals. 
We’d like to do better, namely, to say that (gr + i\g% , 6) is a regular sequence 
for some h E k. If  R is UFD, there is no shade of controversy that we can indeed 
do so. Acother case: 
EXAMPLE 2. The homogeneous coordinate ring of a projective irreducible 
hypersurface over an infinite field k is 2-UGP for homogeneous ideal (gr , g.,) 
and homogeneous d. 
Proofa As above, we get g, f  hg, and d without common components, for 
some X e k. Say R = k[X, ,..., X,]/(H). Then, by letting Gr + hG, , D be 
preimages of g, + hg, , d, respectively, in k[X, ,..., X,j, we see that 
k[Xt, >..., XJ(Gr + AGZ , D, H) has dimension ZV. - 2. Therefore, (Gr f  hG, , 
D, M] is a k[Xo ,..., X,1-sequence, in other words, {g, f  Xg, , d) is an 
R-sequence. 
In the same pattern we can prove that a noetherian local domain containing 
an infinite field is a 2-UGP ring. 
For the above examples, 2-generated ideals of &rite projective dimensions are 
gr-faithful according to Theorem 3.3. Whether a a-generated ideal of finice 
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projective dimension in any local ring or any 2-generated ideal of finite pro- 
jective dimension in a homogeneous k-domain (with k infinite) is I?;-faithful, 
remains unknown to us. 
Not every Noetherian UFD is a 2-UGP ring, as the following example puts 
forward. 
EXAMPLE 3. R = k[X, Y], with k = Z/2& is not a 2-UGP ring. 
Indeed, take the R-sequence {X, Y> and let d = XY(X + Y). 
Since (X, Y) can only be generated by the sets {X, Y}, {X + Y, X>, 
(X + Y, Y}, the contention is clear. 
It is not exactly clear how projective dimension affects J?i-faithfulness. At 
any rate, there are examples of &-faithful ideals I = (fr ,fJ whose projective 
dimension is infinite. Thus, let R = k[X, Y, Z]/(Z2 - XY) = k[x, y, x] and let 
I = (x, x). Then (-;3”) is a cycle which is not a boundary and (x, 2) is not a 
multiple of ideal (-x, y). Moreover, as this remains true after localization at the 
maximal ideal (x, y, z), pd. (I) = cc [3, Theorem 21. We cannot use Theorem 
3.3 (via Example 2) in order to check whether I is Br-faithful. We prove instead 
a more general result from which that will follow. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let R any &g and let {fi , fi , f3> be an R-sequence in any 
order. Let f  = Ff2 - flfsr, where FE R is an arbitrary element and r 3 I. Then 
(fi , f2) mod(f) is an l&-faithful ideal of R/(f). 
Proof. Set R = R/(f) and 1 t e a bar over an element denote its residue -- 
mod(f). Start with a cycle (5) of (fr ,fJ such that H, K E (fi ,f2). Say, g = 
Rrfr + Rafa and R = Kl fi + E2fi, for some HI, H, , Kl, K2 E R. Sub- 
stituting for R and R in gfl + zf2 = 0, we find 
H,f,’ + (Hz + KJfifi + K,fZ = G(Ffz -fifs’) 
for some G E R. Then fi divides (Hlfi + Gf&*) fi in R, hence fi divides Hlfi + 
Gf,?. But {fi , fi , f3} is also an R-sequence, as one easily checks. Therefore, 
HI E (f2 , fzv) R and, consequently, Hlfi E (fifi , fif3’). Taking residues mod(f) 
yields 
- - 
HI fi E ( fi fi , Ff2) R _C (f;) R. Therefore, 
-- -- 
R = HI fi + H, fi E (f2) i? 
as well. To deduce that actually (g) E B,(fi ,fJ it clearly suffices to check that 
fa is not a zerodivisor in R. But this follows, by an easy calculation, from the 
fact that {f2 , fif3’} is an R-sequence which, in turn, is a consequence of the fact 
that {fi , fl , fET} is an R-sequence. 
Remark 3.5. Can one replace, in the above proposition, the condition that 
{fl , f2 , f3) is an R-sequence in any order by that of the vanishing of 
Bl(fi , fi , f3) = 0 ? If R is Noetherian local (or graded, etc.) then Proposition 
2.2 of the previous section allows us to “deform” R/(f) a little and obtain this 
result. 
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Also, it would be interesting to establish what is behind the above proposition 
and whether there exists a doubly generated ideal of finite projective dimension _ 
that is not E?,-faithful. 
-FAITHFUL IDEALS GENERATED BY THREE ELEMENTS 
In this section we will make some comments on and give examples 
faithful ideals generated by three elements. A more thorough analysis 
the subject of a forthcoming work. 
of X7;- 
wili be 
Thus let I = (fr ,fz , f,) C R. The Koszul complex generated by J1 ) j.. , Jr’s is 
Clearly, only homology in degrees 1 and 2 may have some interest. As for 
Hz (and I?J, one can say: 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let R be a UFD. Then: 
Proof. (i) Let g = gcd(fi , f3) and let d = gcd(g,fl). 
We claim that 
wheref = (fr , fi , f,) as usual. This is easy, for if 
then the following relations hold 
From the first of the above relations one gets GI = G(fa/g), Ga = -G($Jg), 
for some G E R. Substituting for GI in the second relation yields Gf - G,g = 
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from which follows G = H(g/d), G, = H(f,/d), for some HER. Piecing 
together the information we obtain 
($i) = H(-I%) 
as claimed. In other words, H,(f) is the cyclic R-module 
The argument in the case of I?,(f) is subtler, but not by much. In fact, let 
f3P 
H -f& E IR3. 
t i fild 
Then H(fi/d) EI = (fi , fi , f3) C (d), i = 1,2,3. Say H(fi/d) = h,d, i = 1, 
2, 3. We know that fi = gg, , f3 = gg, for some g, , g, E R. It follows that 
Hg . g, = h,d2 and Hg . g, = h,d2. Using the same argument as in the proof of 
Proposition 3.1, we see that d’ divides Hg, so d divides H(g/d). Say H(g/d) = hd. 
Repeat the argument, this turn for the relation H(g/d) = hd and H(f,/d) = h,d, 
observing tht gcd(g/d,f,/d) = 1. Th e conclusion is that d divides H, hence 
That is to say, ker(H,(f) + ii;,(f)) = 0 as required. 
(ii) This immediately follows from (i) by observing that annR H,(f) = 
(d) R. Besides, it is just the fact that the Koszul complex is grade-sensitive. 
We will discuss only two examples where we have had earlier hopes that 
-E?; might tell us about further properties of 1 = (fr , f2 , f3). Firstly, we have the 
following: 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let R = k[X, Y, Z] (k a Jield) and let I = (fi , fi , f3) 
satisfy the following conditiolis: 
(a) I is a homogeneous ideal in (X, Y, 2). 
(b) If  g = gcd(fi , f.J, then gcd(g,f,) = 1, the radical of (g, fi) is a prime 
ideal and (fi , fJg, fJg) is an R-sequence. 
Then I is gl-faithful. 
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Prooj. Under the stated conditions, one can prove that HI = HL(fi , fii , fzj 
is a cyclic R-module generated by the homology class of the cycle. 
where g, = f2!g, ga =fJg; moreover, annR HI = (g, ji) [7]. !Ve then claim that 
(IP A Z,)jB, = ker(HI + nI> = 0. For this it sufices to check that if 
for some GE R, then 
Qut if Gg, t ifI , gg, , gg,) C (A , g), Gg, E (fi , gg, , gg,) C (fl j g) hdd simul- 
taneously, then one can show, under the assumptions in (b), that GE (J”1, g), 
,!a annR HI = (& , g), we must have 
as claimed. 
The final example we want to discuss is the ideal 
I = (X(3X + aa>, YZ, y” - X2) c qx, E’, z; 
(k a field of char f  2, 3). One can show that HI is cyclic generated by the &mm- 
logy class of the cycle 
-YZ 
-Y(3X + 2Z) 
Z(3X + 2Z) 
and that annR HI = (X, Y) (cf. [8] for a more conceptuai proof than the usual 
computer findings). In order to check that d is E?;-faithful, we proceed as above. 
That is, we are given a G E R such that 
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In particular, GZ(3X + 22) E I C (X, Y). As {X, Y, 2(3X + 22)) is (easily) 
seen to be an R-sequence, we must have G E (X, Y) = annR HI . Thus, HI = l?l 
as contended. 
The special feature about the ideal I as above is that it is the Jacobian ideal 
of the nodal cubic in the projective plane. Regarding the Jacobian ideal of a 
projective plane curve, one has more specific questions and conjectures [7]. 
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